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L 0 C A L F R leT I 0 I\ L A V,' S FOR G L A C I ER S : 
A CRI TIC A L REV I E \\' A:-.J D N EW 0 PE N I N G S 

B)' L. LLIBOL'TRY 

(La bora loire d e Glaciologic du C l\"RS . 2 rue Tres-Cloilres. 3803 1 G renoble C ed ex , France) 

: \ BST R ACT. " Sliding \'eloc ity" and " Ii'ict ion law " a re ' prec isel y de fin ed. Dilferent sca les fo r tackli ng 
glac ier d ynamics a re int rod uced . T he energy ba la nce in the mdt ing- rcfreczing process is cla rified. The 
\'alidit y of a G len body as a mod ,,1 fo r ice rheology is discussed . T he assumed model fo r subglac ia l water is a 
\'ery slightly pel'\'io us ice, and a no t a bsolutel y wa te rtight ice- bedrock in te rface, owing 10 glac ia l stri ae a nd 
rock join ts, The n a utonomous hydrau lic regimes and ca\' iti es at wa te r \'a pour pressure ha\'c a negligible 
inAuence on the drag, a nd onl y the interconnected regime has to be conside red , 

,\ more rigo ro us treatment of ',"eertman's model ( independen t knobs ) g i\'es q uite d iffe re nt numerica l 
facto,.,;, I n gene ra l a term increas ing with T erzaghi 's c ffcct i\'C p ressure, \ ' h as to be added to the drag. T he 
double-\'a lued fri ction law found by \\ 'eert ma n is show n to ha\'e been a n er ror. 

Kam b's rel a tions for the model with a \'anishing mi crorcl ief a rc conside rably sim plified . His conj ectura l 
solution can not be extended to slo pes actuall y found in the microrcl icf. 

The a uthor"s (Lliboutry, ' 968 ) t rea tment is unsa tisfac to ry ancl includes a n (' rror. \\ 'ith a m odel consisting 
of irregula r bumps of simila r length, a new fri ct io n la w is gi\ 'en, The pe rtin ent measure o f the bed roc k 
l'Oughness is the n the shadowing fun cti on, not the spectra l pown demit\,. 

R~:SUM ':.. Loi., d, Jrottellleul local pOllr IfS glnci" ... .' rel' lI f crilil/ lle fI 1I01l1'flle" l'Oies de recherche. On d efinit avec 
prec ision "vitesse de glissemcnt" c t "Io i de frottemcnt ". On introduit diffe rcn tes echcl les po ur a border la 
dynamique d 'un g lacier. Le b ila n d'encrgic da ns le g lissqn(' nt pa r fon te et regel est ecla irc i. On d iscute la 
\'a lidi te du corps de C lcn comme m od ete pour la lo i d e comportcll1 cn t d e la g lace. O n admet comme mode le 
pour I'eau sou s-g lacia ire une glace tres legercmcnt pe l'm eable, et une inte rface glace- lit roch eux no n absolu
ment eta nche pa r sui te des stries glac ia ires et d es j o ints d ans la roch e. Alors les regimes h yd rauliques 
autonomes et les ca vites il la pression de la \'apeur d 'eau ont une inAuen ce negligeable sur le fro tt ement , et 
scul le regime interconnerte est il conside rcr. 

U n tra item e nt plus rigoureu x du lilOdek de \\ 'entma n (bosses independa ntes ) d on ne d es facteurs 
nu meriques completell1ent diffe rents, En general un te rme croissant avec la p ression effective ,V cloit etre 
ajoute il la tra inee. Les d"ux de te rmina tions trou \'ees p a r v"eert man pour la loi de frottem e nt resulta ient 
d'une erreul". 

Les rel a tions d e Ka mb pour un m od clc il microreli ef extremement fa ib le sont considerablem e nt simplifiees. 
Sa solution conjectura le ne peut H re etendue aux pentes qu'on trouve dans les microreliefs reels. 

NoIre tra ite m ent (Lliboutry, 1968 ) n'est pas satisfaisant et renferme une en 'eur. En prena nt pour 
modele des bosses irregulieres de lo ngueurs voisines on donne une nouvelle lo i de frottement. L a m esure de la 
rugosi te du lit roch eux pertinente a u probleme est alors la fonction d 'eclai rement , et no n pas la densite 
spectrale d e puissance. 

ZUSAMMEN FASSUNG. Lokale Reibullgsgesetze J Or Cletseher.' Eille kritische ROckschau ulld neue Aspekte. "Gleit
geschwindigkeit" und " Reibungsgesetz" werde_n streng d efiniert. Zur U ntersuchung der G letsch erdynamik 
werden verschied ene M asssta be e ingefuhrt. Die Energiebila nz beim Vorgang des Schmelzens und vViede rge
fri erens erfa hrt e ine Kla rung und die G ultigkeit des Glen 'sschen Kiirpers a ls ein Modell fur die Rheologie 
d es Eises wird diskutiert. Das a ngenommene M od ell fur subglaziales ' Vasser ist ein sehr sch wach durch
lassiges Eis und eine nicht viillig wasserdichte G renzfla ch e zwischen Eis und Felsbett infolge g laz ia ler Riefen 
unci Felsfugen. Ferner haben a uto nome hydraulische S ystem e und Hohl raume mit Wasserdampfdruck einen 
\'ernachlass igbal'en EinAuss auf d en Gleitwidersta nd und nur das Ver b undsystem muss b erucksichtigt 
\\'crden. 

Eine strenge re Behandlung d es W eertma n'schen Modells (unabha ngige Bucket ) liefert sehr unterschied
liche numerisch e Parameter. Allgemein muss ein Glied , das mit T erza ghis effektivern Druck N a nwachst, 
zum Gleitwiderstand hinzugefugt werden. Das zweiwertige Reibungsgesetz von Weertma n war ein Irrtum, 

Kambs Beziehungen fur ein Modell mit verschwindendem Mikroreli ef sind erheblich ve reinfacht . Seine 
vermuteten L osungen kiinnen nicht aufHangneigunge n ausgedehnt werden , wie sic im Mikro rel iefta tsachli ch 
vorkommen. 

Des Autors Behandlung (Lliboutry, 1968) ist unbefri edigend und entha lt einen Fehle r . Ein neues 
Reibungsgesetz fur unregelmass ige Buckel von ahnlich e r La nge wird a ufgestellt. Das entsprech ende Mass 
nir die F .. lsbe ttra uhigkeit ist da nn die Fensterfunktio n und nicht das Le istungsspektrum . 

S ETTING DOWN THE PROBLEM 

Rationale of modelling 
Let us begin with rather philosophical considerations. Glac ier d ynamics, the applica tion 

of the laws of m echanics and physics to glacier flow , is onl y possible after a composite model 
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has been submitted for the real situa tion. Models must be chosen for the geometry of the 
glacier and its bedrock, for the rheology of ice, for the ba lances at the surface, for the water 
circulation, etc. The best model is that which fits the largest number of observations with the 
least complexity. While doing this three points must be kept in mind: 

I. A model is a simplification of reality which has been constructed with some goal in 
view. I t must not be used for another purpose without reconsidering again the actual 
situation. For instance, in order to calculate the stresses, a bedrock may be replaced 
by a perfectly smooth surface, ig noring any scratch or rock joint. We cannot d educe 
from this model that the ice-bedrock surface is perfectly watertight. 

2. A realistic model should lead to the phenomenon or to the numerical value which is 
actually observed, but the converse is not true. T he reproduction of a phenomenon 
(e.g. periodic surges) or obtaining a plausible numerical value (e.g. a correct sliding 
velocity) is n ot proof that the model is realistic. Intermediate values and processes 
must be checked too, not only the final result. 

3. Once a model has been constructed , even if it is a very rough one, it must be handled 
with rigour. Rigour does not mean exact a na lytical solutions; it means only that 
approximations are clearly stated as such. But in glacier sliding theory several analytical 
solutio'ns have been guessed without the beginnings of a proof. 

In this article we shall give a didactic account of the friction laws trying not to fall into 
any of the pitfalls mentioned. 

Definition of the sliding velocity 

To tackle glacier d ynamics, the first model to be adopted is the shape of the glacier (or ice 
sheet). Its actual shape must be sufficiently smoothed to be represented by an analytical or a 
simple geometrical surface, thus allowing calculations. 

The boundary conditions for this smoothed glacier are: no stresses on the upper surface, 
and some relation giving the shear stress on the smoothed bedrock Tb as a function of the 
sliding velocity U. T his relation, which will be called the friction law, is assumed to vary in a 
continuous, smooth way from place to place. Then the flow solution for the smoothed g lacier 
may be assumed a lso to be smooth (instabilities producing narrow shear zones, faults, a nd 
cracks a re assumed not to exist) . 

To match the real glacier, the bottom shear stress in the smoothed model must be the 
average of the real shear stress on the same geometrical surface. When the real stresses are 
replaced by smoothed values, the equilibrium conditions still hold. 

For the velocities it is not the same, because the ice is not Newtonian viscous. The real 
stresses produce fluctu a ting strain-rates near the bottom, according to the ice creep law. 
This ice creep law d oes not hold between the average stresses and the average velocities . 
Thus the average real sliding velocity at the bottom, say a, differs from U. Since the stress 
fluctuations at the bottom in the real glacier lower the viscosity, a > U. 

The z-axis being p erpendicular to the smoothed bedrock, let u(z) be the locally averaged 
real forward velocity, which becomes a on the smoothed bedrock, and u(z) the forward 
velocity in the smoothed problem, which becomes V at the bottom. In the case -of a wavy 
bedrock with very small slopes (relative to the smoothed bedrock) it has been shown (Lliboutry, 
1975) that a-V ~ V, but that o( il-u) /cz is not at all negligible. Thus, although the addi
tional sliding a-V (a lready introduced by Kamb, 1970) may be neglected , the tilt-rate of 
bore holes near the b edrock cannot b e analysed as this author did , in order to obtain an 
appropriate value of the exponent n in Glen's law. 
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The friction law . 

Glacier dynamics has then been split into two problems. 
Problem I: the dynamics of a smoothed glacier, having a basal shear stress (the glacier 

friction ) Tb and a sliding velocity U. 
Problem II: the friction law, which should give Tb as a function of U and of other 

local variables. This friction law may be determined, at least theoretically, from considera
tion of the processes at the bottom of the glacier. 

Solving the first problem will give Tb as a function of the geometry of the smoothed glacier 
and (perhaps) of the body velocities. For instance, in the two-dimensional case (with z-axis 
upwards, and x-axis forward) , when the body stresses, the surface slope (ex > 0), the thickness 
h, and the vertical velocity at the surface are all independent of x (a situation called Nye flow , 
L1iboutry, 1964-65, Tom. 2, 197 I). 

Tb = pgh sin ex 
~ pghex if ex ~ I , 

where pg is the specific weight of ice. 
The analysis ofa kinematic wave studied by J. Vallot (L1iboutry, 1958,1964-65, Tom. 2, 

p. 638-40) lead us to the conclusion that Equation ( I ) fails for a valley glacier: Tb depends 
on the thick,ness, slopes, and bends of the valley over a long distance (see also Bindschadler 
and others, 1977). Shumskiy (1965) arrived at the same conclusion from the existence of 
reverse superficial slopes in ice sheets over large distances. As a matter of fact for a smoothed 
ice-sheet with small surface and bottom slopes, in the two-dimensional case, Tb is given by the 
relation (Budd, 1968) 

b +h b + h b 

C J J J C)2 Txz Tb = pghex + 2 Ol CJx'dz + dz - ,,- dz', 
ux ex2 

b b 

where b(x) is the bottom smoothed profile, b(x) + h(x) the smoothed surface profile, and CJx' 
the longitudinal deviatoric normal stress. It is only when averaging Equation (2) over very 
long distances, at least 20 times the glacier thickness, that Equation ( I) may be obtained. 

Solving the second problem will give Tb as a function of the microrelief of the bedrock, the 
characteristics of the bottom ice- debris layer (a moving basal moraine) or the subglacialloose 
drift when they exist, the sliding velocity U, the average normal pressure of ice against the 
bed poo, the pressure p of subglacial water (in the interconnected regime, to be defined later) 
or its total amount per unit area (in the autonomous regime, to be defined later), etc. 
Weertman has said that our approximate law for fast-sliding glaciers, namely: 

is incomplete because p is unknown. However, it is not the friction law which is incomplete, 
it is the modelling of glaciers. If p appears to be a crucial variable in the friction law, then a 
model of glacial hydrology which can lead to realistic values of p must be constructed . This is 
a third problem of glacier dynamics, needing to be studied and solved separately. 

In order to model glacier surges, Budd (1975) introduces a so-called "friction law", 
which for a very large ice sheet (5 = I in Budd's paper) may be written: 

pghex 
Tb = 1+ 4>Vpghex + (ofc-ofc*), 

where (fc-fc*) is an x-independent but time-dependent parameter, 4> a constant, V the 
average velocity from surface to bottom'. Equation (4) is not a friction law. In particular, 
since in Budd's theory pghex differs significantly from Tb , it cannot enter into a friction law. 
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Equation (4) is a n equation expressing arbitrary feed-back between Tb and r: which is substi
tuted [or both the lower boundary condition and the hydrological model. The [act that this 
feed-back produces periodic surges, and that if> may be chosen in order to match the actual 
periodicity o[ surging glaciers is no proof of its validity, as stated before. 

Glacier dy namics at different scales 

Only ice sheets resting on a bedrock without any continuous and more or less mobile layer 
o[ drift at the interface will be considered in this article. Let us come back to the problem o[ 
smoothing the glacier shape, or, in other words, o[ determining which irregularities must be 
considered as the roughness, the microrelief o[ the bedrock, and which ones as the general 
shape of the glacier. 

Three kinds o[ irregulariti es may be found: 

I . Protruding obstacles, with a width of the sam e order of magnitude as their height. 
T hey will be called knobs, whatever may be their size. (Hollows o[ the same kind may be 
neglected, since in genera l they a re infilled. with drift. ) For these knobs we must choose a 
cut-off size RM . 

2 . Transverse undulations, with a width one order o[ magnitude larger than their height, 
which will be called bumps. The flow over a bump is more or less two-dimensional, and thus 
only the longitudina l profile o[ the bedrock is significant. As explained by Nye ( 1969) we 
must then choose an averaging length A to smooth the profile . More precisely, we may 
first substitute [or the actual profil e at very large distances (larger than the length o[ the glacier 
if necessary ) a curve tending very swiftly to a straight line (z = 0) , in order to be able to 
d efine the Fourier tra nsform o[ the profile b(x), say: 

, T... 

[; (11) = f b(x) exp (- 2i7Tllx) dv, (5) 

- z 

where 11 = 1/ A is the wave number . Next we m ay split the full Fourier spectrum, by some 
cut-off wave number ± 1/ A. According to the fundamental relation of convolution: 

+ :I, f J (x) b(x - X ) dX = f exp (2i7Tllx) j (v) [; (11) d ll , (6) 

the corresponding averaging function J (X ) is: 
. /A 

f sin (27TXj A ) 
( (X ) = exp (2i7TIIX) dll = 7TX 

- . /.\ 

3. C hannels approximately in the direc tion of fl ow , with a flu c tua ting width , or undulating 
between left a nd righ t. For a valley glacier, the va lley itself may wind. To take this into 
account , a two-dimensional Fourier transform is need ed. For sake of si mplicity we shall not 
consider this case. 

In thi s a rticl e only localJrictioll laws will be considered . The height of the bigges t knobs 
o r bumps o[ the microrelief over the smoothed bedrock is assumed to be an order o[ magnitude 
smaller than the g lacier thickness. For this , in general, a cut-off wavelength A as large as the 
glacier thickness may be assumed , but a still smaller value (of the order 0[30 m [or an Alpine 
g lacier) is necessa ry fo r the following reason. I n the " interconnected subglacial hydraulic 
regime" we shall consider interconnec ted water bodies at the ice- bedrock interface, with a 
negligible head loss between. In order to have more or less the same pre~sure p in all these 
cavities. they mus t be more or less at the same altitude. 
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Starting from the local friction law, for a valley glacier, a first step will be to average the 
friction over all the cross-section of the glacier. The interconnected cavities, in our model, 
wi ll be connected with a main waterway at altitude Zw, where the pressure is pw. Then with 
pwg denoting the specific weight of water and Zb being the a ltitude of a cavity with pressure p, 

P = Pw-pwg(Zb-Zw). (8) 

The local friction law, Equation (3), and this relation, Equation (8), have been used by 
Reynaud (1973). 

A further step, not dealt with in this article, will be to average the friction over a long 
distance , taking into account the variation of pw (in the steady state, Rothlisberger's theory 
(1972) may be used). For the body of the glacier Tb must be averaged over this long distance 
and as said formerly in many cases, <) denoting the averages, we may write 
< Tb ) = pg <h sin IX ) . This is not the case for a small glacier, where in Equation (2) the last 
term on the right side is negligible and crx' decreases in the direction of flow from the berg
schrund to the front. It is also not the case for a winding valley glacier. Thus the way from 
the local friction law to the global dynamics of a glacier, to the scale at which kinematic waves 
or surges must be studied, is not so simple as commonly thought. 

ASSUMED MODELS 

A model fOT ice Theological law 

In temperate glaciers, the peculiar ice fabric with the optical axes clustered in several 
(generally four) maxima is found to the very bottom. Duval's (1977[a], in press) studies have 
shown that the creep of ice with this peculiar ice fabric involves: 

(I) A reversible creep, logarithmic at first and coming to a stop (at constant stress) after 
less than one hour. The final strain is proportional to the stress, almost insensitive to 
temperature, and one order of magnitude larger than the standard elasticity which 
is relevant for sonic or ultrasonic waves. Phenomenologically it is a delayed elasticity 
(Duval's pseudo-elasticity). Duval explains it by a reversible motion of tilt boundaries 
between sub-grains . 

(2) Andrade's transient creep, which is proportional to the one-third power of the time 
and to the cube of the stress, strongly temperature-dependent, and irreversible. 

(3) A tertiary permanent creep, sometimes at a fluctuating rate because strain-hardening 
and recovery prevail in turn. On the average it follows Glen's law with n = 3 in the 
range of stresses which is found in the body of glaciers. (Experiments for higher stresses 
such as are found in the vicinity of a knob are in progress). 

According to Duval, when the deviatoric stresses Tit' change by D.Ti/ at time t = 0, the 
total strains after less than one hour are modified by 

D..Eij = D.Ti/ / (2fLD) + [At~ +Bt/2] D..(Tn-1Ti/) , (9) 

where T is the effective stress defined by 

( 10) 

I ,] 

In the following Duval's pseudo-elasticity, Andrade's transient creep, and the fluctuations 
of the tertiary creep rate will be ignored, although for fast sliding velocities they are not 
negligible. In particular pseudo-elasticity (and perhaps also a fluctuating creep-rate) could 
explain the jerky sliding observed by Vivian and Bocquet (1972) in a large cavity under 
Glacier d'Argentiere. There the glacier slides suddenly by about 2 cm at instants several 
hours apart. To explain this phenomenon by a stick- slip movement, a Young modulus of the 
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order of 105 N would be necessary. The elastic Young modulus of ice is 9.2 X 105 N, but 
Duval 's " pseudo-elastic" modulus is the correct value. 

In gene ra l the sliding velocities are of the order of 10 cm per day or less. Since (as we 
shall see) the bumps which afford most of the friction have a length between IO cm and I m , 
Andrade' s transient creep should not modify the friction over bumps very much . Nevertheless 
when sliding over knobs occurs, it could. 

Another fact is the variability of the parameter B at the melting point according to grain 
size , salt content, and, above a ll , liquid-wa ter content (Duval, I977[b] ). The heat dissipation 
within the bottom ice should continuously increase its water content. Since this is obviously 
not the case (at the snout the liquid-water content of bottom ice remains low), active ice cannot 
be perfectly impervious, but must allow water to exude to the ice- bedrock interface. This is 
consistent with the fact that , from the analysis of the air entrapped in the bubbles, Berner and 
others (1978) have estimated the amount of water which migrates downwards through 
Gornergletscher to be about 4 cm per year . Thus an equilibrium between water production 
and its exuda tion should be obtained after a short length . A periodic variation between the 
up-slope and d own-slope sides of an obstacle should remain ; it will not be taken into account. 

This dra inage should purify bottom ice, and we may neglect its salinity (Lliboutry, 1976) . 
Finally, in active bottom ice, grain size also should reach a steady value. Thus B may be 
considered as a constant for the bottom ice of all active temperate glaciers. 

To summarize, the model for bottom ice will be a Glen body that is a material with the 
following rheological law : 

where Band 11 a re constants. For n = I (a Newtonian viscous ice), a nd no ice-bedrock 
separation, since all the equa tions and boundary conditions are linear, Tb should be propor
tional to the sliding velocity [ . For B = Te- n and n ---+ 00 (a perfectly plastic ice), without 
ice-bedrock separation , T b = Te, but if T e ~ Tb , there is extensive ice-bedrock separation 
and it is well known that the solid friction law Equation (3) becomes roughly val id. 

Energy balance ill the melting- rifree;:,ing process 

By saying that " there is no ice-bedrock separation", we mean that there only exists 
between ice a nd rock a water film of micro.metric thickness. This water film is a consequence 
of the melting- refreezing process which allows ice to slide over minute obstacles. Nye (1973) 
has calculated its thickness in the case of a microrelief with a sine profile, assuming the slopes 
to be small a nd the ice to be Newtonian viscous. He has shown that a water film of the order 
of I .mm, with water Rowing in the direc tion of glacier Row everywhere, as assumed by 
Weertman ( 1972 ), would be unstable. We shall here complete Nye's calculation by showing 
how the Newtonian energy lost by the corresponding sliding at velocity V r, that is UrTb per 
unit area and time, turns into heat. 

Let us consider a bedrock profile 

b(x) = acoswx, aw ~ I, (12) 

and ice with a Newtonian viscosity 'T} . The normal pressure on the bedrock for a total sliding 
velocity V is found to be (Lliboutry, 1975) 

whence a drag 

where 
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The constant w..,. , to which corresponds the controlling wavelength A..,. , will be defined later. 
We may write 

Uap = U p, U(a-ap) = Ur, 
U [I and Uf being the slidings by plasticity and by melting- refreezing respectively. 
velocity in the upward direction at the ice- bedrock interface is found to be, 

w)z_o = - Uapw sin wx, 
whence a melting-rate per unit width, 

dq p 
- - - - U(a-a p) w sin wx, 
dx pw 

p and pw denoting the density of ice and water respectively. 
~ow the discharge per unit width of a water film of thickness t is 

t J dpn t J 

q = - -- - = -- 2'Y/Ua w J cos wx, 
12'Y/w dx 12'Y/w p 

(16) 

The ice 

'Y/w being the viscosity of water. Whence, companng Equations ( 18) and ( Ig), Nye's value 
of t is found by solving 

p 

12'Y/w pw 2'Y/WW..,.2 

The heat dissipation within the water film , due to the viscosity of water, is -q(dpn/dx), and, 
on average : 

p 
= -Tb U r, (21) 

pw 
according to Equation ( 14) , ( 15), and ( 16) . Thus go u/o of the Newtonian energy which is lost 
appears as hea t in the water film. 

To account'for the missing 10%, consider I g of ice which melts at pressurepn (given by 
Equation ( 13)) and temperature T = T oo- CPn, absorbing latent heat L. This gramme of 
water with a heat capacity Cw warms from T to T', where it refreezes at pressure pn' giving 
latent heat L'. Next this ice, with a heat capacity Ci, cools from T to T, where it melts again, 
and so on. Melting and refreezing took place along the same flow line, which is partially in 
ice, partially in the water film (Fig. I) , and thus the process is strictly periodic. The total 
production of heat during a cycle per gramme of ice is then - L-cw(T - T) + L' + ci(T - T). 
~ow, from classical thermodynamics: 

dL L 
d T = T + Cw-Cj, (22) 

1p: = ~ Cw -~) . (23) 

Fig. I. Flow lines in the regelation ice and in the water film of micrometric thickness. In the melting-re freezing process of 
sliding, the heat balance of the periodic changes of state, of the cooling of the ice and the warming of the water, amounts 
to 100 {, of the Newtonian energy which is lost . The main part is lost by viscous dissipation in the water film . 
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Thus the heat production per cycle and gramme of ice is: 

L (I I) L'-L+(Ci -Cw)( T-T) = T (T' -T) = (pn-pn' ) -p- pw . 

In the interval (x, x + dx) , per unit width and time, according to Equation (18), it freezes 
pU(a-ap) w sin wx dx grammes of ice. This ice melts for an opposite value of sin wx, and 
then in Equation (24), according to Equation (13), 

pn-pn' = 47)Uapwz sin wx. 

The heat production per unit area and time is 
AI. 

± J (Pn-pn' ) G-plJ pU( a- ap ) w sin wx dx 
o 

= (I -:J U(a-ap) TjUa pw 3 

= (1-:J UrTb, 

according to Eq ua tions ( 14) and (16). 

A model for subglacial waler 

The total frictional heat, UTb per unit area and time, which is dissipated in the sliding 
process, produces water. For Tb = 1 bar and U = 30 m /year, it amounts to 1 cm of water 
per year. Part of it appears within the lower part of the glacier, but it exudes next at the ice
bedrock interface. A geothermal flux having a standard value of 10-6 cal cm-2 S-l 

(42 m] m- 2 S-l ) melts 0.44 cm of water per year. Lastly melt water from the surface should 
percolate through the glacier, according to Berner and others (1978). Thus water arrives 
normally at the ice- bedrock interface at a rate of the order of 5 cm/year. I t must flow off in 
some way. Incidentally, this water takes away the salts which would otherwise concentrate 
in the lee of the bumps and impede the melting- refreezing process (Lliboutry, 1976). 

This is understandable because the ice-bedrock interface is never absolutely watertight 
as stated by Weertman ( 1972). There are always glacial striae and joints in the bedrock. 
With a head loss of about 10- 2 bar/m (corresponding to a channel at mean ice pressure poo, 
in the direction of the surface slope), in order to drain 1 m 2 of interface where water arrives 
at a rate of 5 cm/year, a channel with a diameter of 0.5 mm is enough, and a channel with a 
diameter of 1.6 cm can drain I km z• Actual bedrocks are much more scratched than this. 
Thus we may assume that in the steady state the head losses in the outlets are insignificant. 
They are entirely at the pressure p given by Equation (8). 

Locally the pressure against bedrock fluctuates: it is higher on the upward face of any 
bump, lower on the leeward face. If there is no ice-bedrock separlltion these fluctuations 
depend upon the geometry and the sliding velocity only. If the leeward area has no scratch 
or outlet at all (because it is small enough or under exceptionally favourable circumstances), 
the local pressure may be as low as the vapour pressure at the melting point (that is practically 
nil), but it cannot be negative. Thus the solution of the flow problem may be: 

(a) No cavity at first. Nevertheless through the water film of micrometric thickness the 
excess water which appears continuously at the interface progressively forms a water pocket, 
the volume of which increases with time. This water separates the moving glacier from the 
bedrock and from the motionless regelation ice adhering to it, which is continuously formed 
by the melting-refreezing process . Thus a caviry, as we shall call it , infilled with water and 
motionless regelation ice , forms progressively. Its volume is a given function of time in the 
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flow problem . For a given obstacle, the uniform hydrostatic pressure in the cavity is deter
mined by this volume and the sliding velocity . This case will be called an autonomous hy draulic 
regime (Lliboutry, 1976). 

(b) A cavity at zero pressure, with water vapour only a t first , but progressively infilled 
with water and regelation ice . 

In the more frequent case of an outlet, the local pressure against bedrock cannot be less 
than p as given by Equation (8 ) . Then two other cases may occur. 

(c) No cavity forms. The ex tra water formed at the interface migrates towards the cavities 
where the pressure is lower ( theory shows that these cavities form at the lee of the knobs with 
the transition obstacle size , for which Up = Vr). All the regelation ice moves with the glacier. 

(d) A cavity infilled with water and regela tion ice at pressure p exists. In this case pis 
given, and the volume of the cavity adjusts accordingly. This case will be called the inter
connected hydraulic regime (Lliboutry, 1976). 

In cases (b ) and (d ) the cavity, which has a fixed volume, becomes progressively infilled 
with motionless regela tion ice. Then, in our opinion, this regelation ice adheres to the moving 
glacier and is dragged off. (During this process, some drift which has been collected by the 
cavity beco m es imbedded within the bottom layer of a glacier. ) A new cavity forms in the 
lee of the obstacle, and , at first , it may evolve in the autonomous regime (case (a )). 

In case (a ) the increasing cavity must sooner or later find a n outlet . Then either the cavity 
disappears (case (c)) , or it takes a fixed size, the regime becoming interconnected (case· (d)) . 
Thus case (a) a nd cases (c) or (d ) may ex ist in turn in the lee of most obs tacles. Case (b) 
should be a rare circumstance which may a ppear aft er a sudden rise of the sliding velocity. 

Simple es timations made in Lliboutry (19 78) show tha t, in the autonomous regime, behind 
very small knobs , the rate of production of regelation ict'" in a cavity is much higher than that 
of water. For the transition size they are of the same order of magnitude. (These results 
differ from those in Lliboutry (1976) because the rate of water arrival is assumed to be 
5 cm/year instead of 0.5 cm /year. ) For all these sizes the leng th of the cavity should increase 
at a rate dL Jdt ~ ~ (T. Within a few days a t most an outlet should be reached and the regime 
ceases to be a utonomous. 

On the o ther hand , in the lee of a large knob the infilling of an autonomous cavity by 
regela tion ice is a matter of m onths or yea rs. Since its maximum size (that is, when it becomes 
interconnected) should not be very large compared to the size of the knob, the existence of an 
autonomous cavity in the lee of a large knob does not consistently affect the drag. 

The conclusion of this study is tha t in the calcula tion of the fri ct ion the autonomous 
regime and case (b) may be ignored. 

There is some field evidence (Hodge, 1976; personal communicat ions to the a uthor from 
H. Rothlisberger and F. Gillet ) that the subglacial water pressure p may reach the overburden 
Pro in June, when the run-off is at a maximum . T he superficial melt water from snow should 
then invade the ice- bedrock' interface and interrupt any exist ing autonomous regime. Since 
most glaciers, in the ablation zone, have a sudden enhancement of the sliding velocity in June 
which is obviously connec ted with this phenomenon, it may be a common circumstance. 
On the other ha nd in the a utumn , when subglacial run-off stops , the waterways being still 
la rge, p should lower in many cases down to a tmospheric pressure. 

Several models Jo r the bedrock geomell), 

Diflerent geometrical models Jor the microreliif lead to quite different friction laws. Two limiting 
cases may be considered , for w hich an exact a na lyti cal solution exists if n = 1 (:'\i'ewtonian 
viscolls model of ice) . 

( I ) Independent knobs. This model consi sts of perfectl y smooth knobs of any size on a smooth 
plane, the knobs being suffi ciently distant fro m each other to a llow a ca lculation of the stresses 
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around each knob as if it were alone. The normal pressure on the plane at some distance 
from any knob is then almost equal to the normal pressure Pro = Pi + H (Pi ~ pgh being the 
overburden of ice, H the atmospheric pressure). 

(2) Bumps with vanishing slopes. This model assumes irregular undulations with very small 
slopes over all the bedrock (the "slopes" are relative to the smoothed reference profile, of 
course). The normal pressure then fluctuates everywhere. 

In both cases non-dimensional models within some range are mainly considered (i.e . Nye's 
(1970) "ideal profiles"; Kamb (1970) calls them "white roughness" , which is a confusing 
term since neither the amplitudes nor the slopes are "white"). A non-dimensional model is a 
random surface which has the same "appearance" (that means the same statistical properties) 
at any scale within this range. 

The lower limit of the range is the size for which any obstacle becomes drowned within the 
micrometric water film. We shall see that its precise value is unimportant because the 
obstacles near this limit give negligible drag. The upper limit of the range comes from the 
splitting of the real bedrock into a smoothed reference bedrock and a microrelief, as said 
before. 

Let us assume that (a) thermal conductivities of ice and bedrock K; and Kb are equal, 
(b) the limiting size has no influence, and (c) there is no ice-bedrock separation. Then, mere 
dimensional analysis (Lliboutry, 1976) affords Weertman's ( 1957) friction law 

(
Lp )I / (n+I) 

Tb = k -- Uz/(n+Il 
W BCK ' 

where C is the lowering of the melting point per unit pressure, K = Ki = K b, and kw is a 
constant; the other parameters and variables have been already defined. 

Nevertheless in general the two last assumptions, (b) and (c) , are unfounded. 

FRICTION LAW OVER INDEPENDENT KNOBS 

Weertman's (1957) model of bedrock with cubic knobs, since it includes sharp edges, does 
not allow a simple calculation of the stresses and strains even when ice is assumed to be 
Newtonian viscous. Thus we shall instead consider hemispherical knobs. The successive 
steps will be : 

I . Drag of a perfec tly smooth sphere embedded within a Glen body, without cavitation 
and without melting-refreezing. 

2. The same, but taking the melting-refreezing process into account. 
3. Drag of a single h emispherical knob on a plane, always without cavitation. 
4. The same, when cavitation occurs. 
5. Friction law over a bedrock model consisting of hemispherical knobs of any size lying 

on a plane, and which is non-dimensional. 

Drag of a sphere embedded within a Glen body 

The body forces (gravity) are neglected. The boundary conditions are : 

The sphere, of radius R, is a stream surface and there is no shear against it. 
At infinity the velocity is Up and the stresses are hydrostatic. 

The centre of the sphere" is taken as origin, and the direction of the velocity at infinity as 
axis. Spherical coordinates r, e, r/>- are chosen (e = 0 is the leeward pole, e = TT the upward 
pole). Since there is axial symmetry, and any stream line lies in a plane 1> = constant, there 
exists a stream function q(r, e). For a Glen body it obeys an elaborate non-linear equation 
including partial derivatives up to the fourth order, which would be very time-consuming to 
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solve numerically. Nevertheless a m e thod has been g iven in Lliboutry and Ritz ( 1978) which 
allows us to compute an approximate analytical solution for q(r, 0) and for the stresses even 
with a desk computer. 

Strain-rates and stresses are given as adjusting polynomials in I lr, s'in 0, and cos O. They 
satisfy the equations of incompressibility, of equilibrium and the boundary conditions. The 
total viscous dissipa tion rate (which equals U pD, D being the drag) is a minimum only within 
the class of polynomials which is considered , and Glen's law is only approximately satisfied. 
Stream lines so found are given in Figure 2 , and normal stresses ar (for r = R) a nd aq, in 
Figure 3. 

In Weertman 's ( 1957) calculation, as well as in the subsequent ones of the present author, 
there is a confusion between the fluctuating normal stress on the sphere an = ao+ an' and its 
deviatoric part an', the only one to produce strain-rates. At the leeward pole, with a 
Newtonian viscous fluid (n = I), "Y/ being the viscosity: 

an' = 2"y/Up IR, ao + p oo = "y/Up IR. (28 ) 

With a Glen material , when n = 3, 

(
u ); 

an' = 1.8 B~ , (
Up ) .\ 

ao + p oo = 4· I BR . ' 

At the upward pole an' and ao+ p oo have opposite values. The corresponding drags are, 
for n = I: 

for n = 3: 

The enhancement of the drag with n = 3 comes from the strong enhancement of the 
fluctuations of ao. At a large distance from the sphere, the medium behaves as an almost 
rigid enclosure, and the medium is expelled from the upward side to the leeward sid~ by a 
"head loss" , at a velocity larger than Up . With a Newtonian viscous material, this is no 
longer the case, and the medium is dragged everywhere with a velocity smaller than Up (see 
Fig. 2) . I t can be shown (Lliboutry and Ritz, 1978) that the critical value for n which separates 
both behaviours is n = ~. 

Weertman's crude estimation for a cube V was (substituting B b y B I3(n+Jl /z, since he 
writes € = Ba' for a uniaxial pressure, and the e ffective variables are then y = V3E, 
T = aIV3 ) : 

U p B (D I2)n 
L = 3(n+') /z V ' 

whence, putting V = (t )1TR3, for n = 3 : 

D = 2.9351TRz (~~y. 
The drag was underestimated by a factor 3. This is consistent with the fact that the 

variations of ao, which are roughly twice the variations of an', were ignored. 

Drag of a sphere, taking the melting- rifreez ing process into account 

For a Newtonian viscous body and a sphere it has been found that 

an = -Pro+ 3"y/ (Up IR) cos O. 

The corresponding melting temperature is 

T (R) = T ro + 3"y/C(U pIR ) cos O. 
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___ /q= 2,5 

------"\--
q = 1,6 

I -- ---- --\------
q=O,9 

/ --------- -\"'-------
q=O,4 

~q=o,1 

----- --------

~q=o,1 

Fig. 2. Stream lines and velocities in the equatorial plane, wheu a (;IC1I lIIaterial jlows arolllld 11 sphere without frict ioll alld 

without cavitation. Dotted lilies: 11 = I (Ne wtoniall viscosity ). Full lilies: 11 - 3. Vat/les oJ If are ill termJ of R'U 

(R - radillJ of the Jphere, V - velocity at infill ity ) . . \ ote the " extTIIsioll .flow" whell 11 .1. 

Fig . j. L.llderprtHUre 0 11 the sphere and on a meridian plane, taking (VI BR )l as IIlIit. 01liy one quarter of the sphere is repre

senled. The "eloci~y at injini~y is parallel to the horizontal axis flf the.figure. 
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:'-low, Pk (cos 8) being the Legendre polynomials, the harmonic function which takes the value T (R) = iI,P, + A2P2 + A)Pl . .. on the sphere and vanishes at infinity is known to be 

outside the sphere } 
inside t he sphere 

Since P, = cos B, these expressions reduce to the first term , and we finally find a refreezing or melting velocity normal to the surface of the sphere: 

3'YJUpC(Kb + 2Ki ) 
ur (R, B) = LpR2 cos B. (37 ) 

This radial velocity is consistent with a uniform forward velocity of the sphere 
31JU pC(Kb + 2Ki ) 

Ur = LpR2 . (38) 
Thus in the Newtonian viscous case the motion of a sphere by plasticity and its motion by melting- refreezing are perfectly decoupled. Putting 

U = Up + Ur with 

D 
-- = CJ 
27rR2 ' 

In the case of a Glen body with n i= I, CJn + poo is no longer proportional to cos B. In T (R), the odd coefficients A 3 , As, ... , do not vanish. Then the sliding by plasticity and by melting-refreezing are no longer decoupled. For large values of R we may write as a first approximation, neglecting the melting-refreezing process: 

Up = BR(cr jk)n, 
with k = 4.4 when n = 3. For small values of R' we may write as a first approximation, neglecting the plastic deformation, Equation (41 ). For the transition size R,.., for which Up = Ut , both relations are at best only approximate. 

Drag of a single hemisphere 

Without the melting- refreezing process the flow solution around a sphere is also the flow solution around a hemispherical knob lying on a smooth plane. The boundary condition of no shear stress against the plane is fulfilled. But this -is no longer true when the melting- refreezing process is taken into account. The heat sinks and sources which were in the lower hemisphere have disappeared, and new heat sources and sinks have been created in the plane boundary, If the stresses were the ones calculated without melting- refreezing, the heat-flow lines would have the appearance sketched in Figure 4b. Melting takes place on the plane on the down-stream side of the knob , because (although in the case of a Glen body it ·is warmer than at infinity), this area is still colder than the nearby leeward face of the hemisphere, where refreezing happens. Thus there is a supply of heat, and melting. On the up-stream side of the knob it is the reverse: there is some refreezing against the plane. 
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A 

Fig. 4. Sketch of the isothermal surfaces and heat stream lines: (a ) around a sphere ; (b) around a hemispherical knob. 

Thus the two processes of plastic flow and melting- refreezing around a hemispherical knob 

are not decoupled. This is true even for a Newtonian viscous model of ice. (This point was 

missed in L1iboutry ( 1978).) The numerical solution of the problem would be lengthy, and 

so the former values of Up and VI will be kept, as a very Tough approximation. It will nevertheless 

be better than Weertman's calculation·, in which the heat transmission around the knob was 

ignored: the sliding by the melting-refreezing process was then underestimated by a factor 

of about three. 
Putting 

B, = Bk-n , 

Equation (41 )-(42) becomes 

C, 

V p = UI for the transitional size R = R ... , and the correspondinK value of cr is cr ... where 

_ ( V )2/(71+') R 71+' = cB,n, (-U2 )71-' 
cr ... - 2y(B,C,) , ... (45) 
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Weertman's estimation of B I was 3n = 27 times too large ; his estimation of Cl was about 
3 times too small. Thus his estimation of R .. was about five times too small. 

TABLE 1. NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS 

( I bar = 105 Pa; I year = 3.155 7 x 107 s) 

n = exponent in Glen's law = 3 

B = coefficient in Glen's law [for n = I, B = (viscosity) - '] = 0.30 bar- 3 year- I = 0.95 x [07 Pa- 3 , - I 

Lp = melting heat per unit volume = 3 000 bar = 3 X 108 J m - 3 

C = lower of melting point per unit pressure, when the water is air-free (Harrison, [972) = ,0.0074 dcg bar- I 
= 0.74 X 10-7 deg Pa-I 

Kt = thermal conductivity. of ice = 660 bar m' deg- ' year-I = 2.09 N deg- ' S- I 

K b = thermal conductivity of rock;:::: 837 bar m' deg- l year- J = 2.65 N deg- l S- I 

D (BR)lln 
k = 27TR' Up , D being the drag on a sphere of radius R. k = 4·4 when n = 3 

B, = Bk-n = 3.67 x 10-3 bar-3 year-I 

3C(Kb +2Kt ) 
Cl = = 8.63 X 10-3 m' bar- l year- l 

2Lp 

C, = C(Kb + K1) = [ m' 
Lp 300 bar year 

Ubiquity of cavitation with this model 

The numerical values given in Table I will be adopted. Then, if U is in metres per year, 

R .. = 0.16U-i m. 

When there is no cavitation, the normal pressure on the sphere is a minimum at the lee
ward pole, where it is Pro- I .34cr. It increases progressively to reach Pro at the equator 
(8 = 1T/2). Since Pro = 5 to 30 bar in Alpine glaciers, and in general the sliding velocity is 
larger than 10 m /year, it follows that ice-bedrock separation must occur in general behind 
hemispherical knobs a few centimetres high, even without an interstitial water pressure p. 
Taking this water pressure into account, cavitation becomes ubiquitous in a large range 
[R" Rz] which includes R ... 

In order to calculate the drag in this case, the following new approximations will be made: 

(I) Instead of a cavity progressively increasing when p increases, a hit-or-miss model will 
be adopted: no cavitation at all when Pro -p = N > cr, and cavitation over the whole 
leeward side when N < cr. 

(2) Although the heat sources are consistently changed, the same value of Ut is kept. 
(3) The stream lines, strain-rates, and stresses on the up-stream side of the knob are 

assumed to remain more or less the same. 'Then Equation (44) relating U and cr still 
holds, cr being defined as a mean over-pressure on the up-stream face of the knob 
(half-drag on a hemisphere D/4, divided by the cross-section 1TRz/2). 

It follows that: 

(a) The extreme values of R for which cavitation stops are the roots of Equation (44), 
where cr = Nand U is a constant: 

6 

U = B,NnR+C[N/R. 

(b) The total drag (D /2) on a hemisphere with cavitation is 

D 1TR2 
- = - (cr+N). 
2 2 
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Friction law over the non-dimensional model 

Finally a plane with hemispherical knobs of any size is considered. We assume that they 
are disposed at random, and that the number of knobs per unit area in the range [R, R + dR] 
is fL dR/7TR3 as long as Ro < R < RM. It is zero outside [Ro, RM]' The total area which is 
covered per unit area is then fL In (RM /Ro). The roughness parameter fL is small enough for 
the knobs to be considered as independent from each other in the flow problem. The case of 
superimposed knobs is then uncommon enough to be ignored. If for instance Ro = I fLm and 
RM = 10 m, we need fL ~ 1/ 16; we shall see that 1 / 200 < fL < ) / 100 leads. to realistic values 
for the friction. 

In order to pass from the case of a single knob to this model, a final approximation or, 
rather, an unproved assumption is made. In the case of a single knob and no gravity forces 
the state of stress at infinity was a hydrostatic one. Now, still without gravity forces , we must 
assume a shear stress 'Tb at infinity upwards. Then , for a Glen material , the viscosity is no 
longer infinite at infinite distances, and this may change the whole flow. The question 
remains open. 

With this assumption, the total friction in the interconnected regime (N the same for all 
cavities) may be obtained summing up the drags 7TR 2 cr for the knobs without cavitation and 
7TRZ(cr + N )/2 for the knobs with cavitation. R is given as a double-valued function of cr by 
Equation (44) (where U is a constant) . Splitting the sum in two at the value cr = cr". allows 
us to integrate by parts. (Weertman's trick of discretizing the sizes is useless. ) For a detailed 
calculation, the reader may refer to Lliboutry (1978). 

Three distinct cases must be considered: 

(I) No cavitation at all 

Then 

and we finally obtain 

where 

[ 
U ]Z /(rt +') [ U ]' /rt 

2y (B,C, ) [n + I + 2In 2-2E(I )] - n B,R
M 

' 

For 11 = 3, E( I) = 0.071 08, and 

'Tb /fL = 3·708 (BICI)-! U i ~3 (BIRM) -\UA , 
or numerically, with the values of Table I , in the metre- bar- year system, 

'Tb /fL = 49·4Ul- 19.4 ( U /RM)i. 

(50 ) 

(51 ) 

It appears that, in contrast to the Newtonian viscous case (Nye, 1970) , at small sliding 
velocities the limiting size RM cannot be ignored. The drag of the large obstacles (R ~ R". ) 
is not negligible, because cr only decreases like R- I/rt . . 

(2) Cavitation in the range [R" Rz] 

This happens when 
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or, numerically, if RM = IQ m , when 

Then 

and it is found that 

[ U ]2/(n+')[n+1 ] [ U ]' /n 
2y' (B,C,) - 2- + 1n 2- E ( I ) -/! B,RM + 

(55) 

For n = 3: 

Tb jP. = I.854 (B,C,)-iU~-3 (B,RM)-& Ul+ 
+ N [2.694+1n (Uj2y'(B,C, ))-2In N ], (56) 

or numerically, in the metre- bar-year system, 

N (bars) 

30 

20 

10 

/ 
/ 

/ 

4 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

9 

/ 
/ N =a 
'/ ! 

16 .25 36 49 64 81 100 12 1 144 169 

Fig. 5. Friction Tb ( U, N ) on a plane with independent hemispherical knobs. Non-dimensional model up to RM = 10 m. 
Numerical values of Table I have- been assumed. Weertman's law holds in the upper left corner, fOT large values of N. 
When N = o,for a given velocity the drag Tb is halved, andfor a given drag the sliding velocity U is multiplied byfouT. 
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(3) Cavitation in the range [R" R M] 

The cavitation happens up to the largest knobs of the model when N < (U;B,RM ) ' /n, 
that is with the adopted values when N < 3.0U'\. Then 

(58) 

For n = 3 

(59) 

or numerically, in the metre- bar-year system, 

(60) 

On Figure 5, curves of equal (Tb/f-L) in the (U, N ) plane are plotted. 
W eertman (1964) considers the first case (no cavitation) and the case N = 0 only. Both 

cases are quite distinct, and the double-valued friction law he found comes from false reason
ing, as explained in Lliboutry (1978) . 

FRICTION LAW OVER AN UNDULATING SURFACE 

N o cavitation, very small slopes, and Newtonian-viscous ice 

Assuming ice to be Newtonian viscous, and no cavitation, this problem has an asymptotic 
solution for very small slopes which has been given by Nye ( 1969). Only the solution for the 
two-dimensional case will be recorded here, in the form given by Lliboutry ( 1975). Let: 

+co 

b(x) = f a(w) exp (iwx) dw /w/\, (61 ) 

-co 

be the longitudinal profile of the bedrock. The wave number v = 1 / ).. d efined in Equation 
(5) is related to w by w = 21TV, and w/\ = 21T/ A. Then dw /w/\ = A dv, and a(w) = h(v)/A 
has the dimensions of a length. Since b(x) is real, a( -w) and a(w) are complex-conjugate 
quantities. 

To obtain the microrelief ZI(X), the low frequencies [-w/\, w/\] must be excluded by a 
perfect filter. There is also a cut-off Wo for very high frequencies, because the irregularities 
which are drowned within the micrometric water film are ignored. From Parseval's theorem 
it may be shown that the mean quadratic slope of ZI(X) over a length 2A is rn l , given by 

W o 

m,z = f la (w) IZw z dw /w/\. 

The microrelief is non-dimensional in the range [w /\' wo] when the contribution of the 
frequencies [w" wz] to rn\z is a function of wz/w\ only. For this it is necessary that 

laI Zw3/w/\ = c, 

c being a constant independent of the choice of A. 
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Let us introduce a new profile z . (x), drawn from b(x) by filtering around the transition 

frequency W. (to be d efined later) as follows : 
+00 

z . (x) = f [2 / (~.1 + ;:·1)] a(w) exp (iwx) dw /w,," 

Since the terms in Equation (65) outside [w" , wo] are negligible, it does not matter 

whether we filter b(x) or z[(x). The mean quadra tic slope of z. (x) over a length 2A is m., 

given by: 
00 

m.
2

= J [2/(:.+:·)J laI
2
w

2
dw/w". 

o 

For the non-dimensiona l microrelief 

m.2 = TTC. 

The rela tion between m. and Kamb's (1970) roughness parameter is 

m. = 2 ( 1r2 / 3)1~ = 6.43~. 

(65) 

(66) 

The first step is to compute the stresses over a pure sine profile z = ap cos wx ignoring 

melting- refreezing. Let Wp be the vertical velocity due to plasticity close to the bedrock. 

The normal pressure against the bedrock is found to be pi + H+ po where 

Po = 2TJwWp = 2TJWU( - apw sin wx) (68) 

(Po is the octahedral normal pressure; crz' = - crx' vanish against the bedrock). 

The temperature fluctuation is then -Cpo, whence a heat flux - (Kl + Kb ) CPow and a 

vertical velocity owing to the melting- refreezing process 
(69) 

where 
C _ C(Ki + Kb) '" 1 m

2 (7
0

) 

2 - Lp '" 300 bar year' 

Adding the vertical velocity due to plasticity, Wp = - Uapw sin wx, we find the total 

vertical velocity when ice at a mean velocity U slides over z = a cos wx : 

U(-aw sin wx) = (U+ 2TJC2UW2) (-apw sin wx), (71 ) 

whence a = ( I + 2TJC2w2 )ap. Let us define w. by 

w. = (2TJC2)-l. (72 ) 

Then 
WJf2 

ap = a W2+ WJf2 . (73) 

Denoting an average for all x by ( ) , the mean drag over the bedrock is 

T w = ( Po( -aw sin wx) = 271 Uaapw3( sin2 wx) 

= TJ Uaapw 3• 
(74) 

According to Equations (73) and (72) : 

Tw = TJw. u (a2w2 / (:. + :.)) = C~2yu (a2w2/ (:Jf + :.)) . (75) 

Summing up r elatively to dw/w", the friction over the bedrock z[(x) is obtained as 

W o 

T b = f Twdw /wA = C~Jum.2. 
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No cavitation, very small slopes, and Glen's law for ice 
Kamb (1970) has estimated the friction for a Glen material , always without cavitation. He starts from the fact that in the Newtonian-viscous case the asymptotic solution over the pure sine profile above gives an effective shear strain-rate 

y = 2Uapw 3z exp ( -wz), (77) 
which is independent of x. Summing up for all the frequencies, the effective variables y and 
T = TJY are also independent of x. They are a maximum when z = o.883 /w",. For a nondimensional bedrock the maximum of the effective shear stress T is found to be 

This independency of T from x should be more or less maintained for a Glen material, and thus in this case TJ should be a function of z only. It follows, according to Kamb (his detailed development has never been published) that for each Fourier component Equation (68) between Po and Wp still approximately holds, TJ having for all the components the same value TJm corresp'onding to this maximum Tm: 

1 (0.334 3Tb)n - , - = BTmn-I = B 
TJm m. (79) 

(Since the calculation of the stresses in the Newtonian-viscous case is valid only to the first order in a, it is illusory to take into account the average shear stress Tb, which is in a2, as Kamb does.) The following Equations (69) to (76) still hold, T) having the value above. So it is found that 

Um. = (0.334 3 ) (n- ') / 2 ( 2BC2) ~ ( Tb /m. ) (n+ I) /2 , 

w.n+, = (0.334 3Um.)n-IB I( 2Cz) n. 
With the numerical values of Table I , in the metre- bar-year system 

Tb = 8.2m",'·S U o,s, } 
'\", = o.34 ( Um",) =~ · s, 

T)m = o·45 ( Um",) . 

(80) 

These relations are much simpler than Kamb's ones and give more or less the same numerical values in the nine cases which he has studied (Lliboutry, 1975)' Discarding his cases 4, 6, and 7 for which, in our opinion, there is cavitation, m", should vary between 0.11 and 0.27, '\", between 0.19 and 0.40 m. 

N o cavitation, finite slopes 

Kamb's estimation becomes incorrect when the slopes of the microrelief are not very small and A / '\", is large enough for the following reason. The strong stresses due to the wavelengths near '\", make ice softer within a layer the thickness of which is of the order of ,\ •. This layer is unable to make easier the sliding over large bumps, when their height 21a I is larger than '\",. The largest bumps must make their own "soft layer", and thus introduce an additional friction . This additional friction will be estimated in the same way as Kamb's when a pure sine profile is considered. 
Almost all the sliding over a large bump is due to plastic deformation and then ap ~ a. The corresponding effective shear strain-rate is a maximum for wz = I. This maXImum value is: 

When considering a pure sine profile with a large wavelength (w /w. ~ I), we may estimate the stresses by using the same relations as for a Newtonian-viscous ice with the 
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viscosity corresponding to this value YM. (In Kamb's treatment the viscosity corresponding 
to ap = a/2 and W = Wlf was used instead.) The normal pressure against the bedrock is then 

Po = p oo -2TJUaw2 sin wx 

[ 
-CI /nl(2Uaw2)Cl lnl-l] . 

= poo-2 B --- Uaw 2 sm wx 
e 

(2)I/n . 
=p oo - B exp[(n-I )/n](Uaw2), /nsinwx, 

and the drag 

(85) 

Incidentally, let us compare this estimate with the one made in Lliboutry (1968, equation 
(7)) for n = 3, and extended in Lliboutry (1971, equation (137)) for any n. In these equations 
a is not the same and must be J:eplaced by 2a. 

[
( V3)n+,] l/n(Uw)l /n Cn+tl /n 

T w ~ 2n- l 7T 13 (aw) (86) 

For n = 3, the present better estimate increases the drag by a factor 1.33. This comes from 
the variations in the mean pressure aD which were unjustifiably ignored, as said before. The 
difference is not very large because there is no "enclosure effect" as in the case of an indepen
dent knob. 

The Fourier-transform technique is unable to solve the plasticity problem for a more 
general profile, when the slopes are finite. Nevertheless since for a large single sine profile it is 
lawlcl +ll /n which appears in the drag, and not lawl 2 as in Kamb's treatment, we may suspect 
that for large wavelengths it is no longer the spectral power density which is the appropriate 
statistical parameter to consider. 

Friction law with cavitation: former approach 

Even if the slopes are vanishingly small and the ice is assumed to be Newtonian viscous, 
the estimation of the friction law over an undulating surface when there is cavitation remains 
an open problem. Kamb (1970) suggests that it should be similar to the friction law without 
cavitation, with a smaller value of the roughness parameter. This is perhaps true in the auto
nomous regime, which has been shown to be unimportant. In the interconnected regime 
there is a new variable, p oo-P = N and thus any law of Weertman's type must be rejected. 
Variations in the subglacial water pressure p change the sliding velocity very much, a fact 
which Weertman's law cannot explain. 

In order to tackle this problem a new model of bedrock has been introduced in Lliboutry 
(1968) and subsequent articles. The longitudinal profile consists of four superimposed sine 
curves, with the same value of aw and wavelengths in a geometrical progression of ratio 
101 = 31.6. Superimposed sine curves of same shape and wavelengths in geometrical pro
gression may be considered as an approximation to a non-dimensional random profile, as 
explained in Lliboutry (1975). Nevertheless when the ratio is so large this is no longer true, 
and the four-si ne-curves model must be considered as an arbitrary model. 

Nye ( 1970) asks "why 31.6?" In order to obtain a realistic spectral power for the displace
ments, one order of magnitude less would be preferable. The reason is that we wish to 
eliminate interference between the stress fluctuations caused by each component. The 
condition of the preceding section must be fulfilled: the nth sine curve must "produce its own 
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soft layer". Its bumps, of height 2an/7r must be larger than the thickness of the soft layer 
produced by the (n-I)th sine curve, that is An- I. Thus one must take: 

An/An-I > 7r/(aw), (87) 

and realistic values of aw seem to be 0.1-0.2. 

The inaccurate value of the estimated drag for a single sine curve afforded an error in the 
upper limit of cavitating wavelengths by a factor (1.33)3 = 2.35. A more important error 
was made by putting the same value of N in the drags of each sine curve. Equation (56) in 
Lliboutry ( lg68) is wrong. 

With cavitation, the drag over a single sine curve is written: 

aw 
T = -N<1>(s) 

w 2 ' 
(88) 

where s is a function of U and of the size. Let TI and SI be the values of T wand s for the largest 
sine curve where cavitation happens. Then TI = (aw/2)N<1> (sl). The mean pressure of 
ice on the area in contact is PI given by 

PISI +p( 1 -SI) = poo, (8g) 

whence 

(gO) 

Thus, in order to study the sliding over the next smaller sine curve, N /s I must be substituted 
for N. The drag of this latter sine curve is effective over a ratio SI of the total bedrock 
(over the remainder this smaller sine curve is drowned). Thus: 

[
aw N ] aw 

T2 = SI - - <1> (S2) = - N<l> (S2), 
2 SI 2 

(gl) 

and so on. 

Cavitation over large bumps of similar length and random heights 

Let us consider first a large sine profile, for which the melting-refreezing process may be 
ignored. When cavitation starts, the maximum downward velocity of ice is Wp = Uaw . 
This happens for Po = P and sin wx = 1 in Equation (84) , and then 

BNnA 
wp = Uaw = --- . (g2) 

417 en - I 

When there are cavItles of finite length at pressure p, we may estimate the downward 
velocity of ice at the roof of these cavities to be the same in terms of N and A. The slope of 
the roof of all the cavities is: 

wp BNnA 
t = U = 417 en-I U' (93) 

In other words we assume that the flow with cavitation is roughly the same on the down
stream side of a bump as it would be on a pure sine profile having a maximum slope t, the 
value of t being such that the minimum value of the normal pressure is N. Expe·rimental 
work by Brepson (1979) has shown that on the up-stream side of a bump the flow is consistently 
changed, because the general shear affecting the boundary layer concentrates there. Never
theless the drag may be calculated from the flow on the down-stream side only. 

With the numerical values of Table I, in the metre- bar- year system, 

N3A 
t = 3

IOU
' (94) 
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When t = aw, the cavitation starts simultaneously in the lee of all the bumps. As t --+ 0, 

a ll the bumps are drowned simultaneously and the fri ction drops to zero. These circumstances 
are very unrealistic. A pure sine profile is not a good model for Toches moutonnees. A m odel 
where the maximum leeward slopes and the height of the bumps fluctuate in a ra ndom 
way must be preferred. If the bumps are of similar length A, the slope of the roof of the 
cavities t should be always given by Equa tions (93)-(94) ' The lengths of the cavities differ 
from one another, but t is the same for all. 

The friction law depends on the distribution of the heights and leeward slopes, which is 
completely unrela ted to the spectral power density. As a lready sugges ted in Lliboutry ( 1968) 
it is convenient to introduce instead the shadowingfunction s(t ). This function, which is defined 
on Figure 6, has already been introduced in the study of the reflection of solar rays and radar 
waves on rough surfaces (Smith, 1967) . H ere s(t ) is the part of the bedrock which is in contact 
with m oving ice (the water film of micrometric thickness being ignored ) . 

Fig. 6. D efinition of the shadowing function. s(t ) = (area of the shadow)f(total area). 

The normal pressure on the bedrock is p where a cavity exists, and p+ P(x) where there is 
contact (P (x) > 0). Let ~ » denote a m ean value for all the area with contact. According to 
Equation (90): 

~P(x)) = N/s. (95 ) 
Since a uniform pressure p on the b edrock affords no drag, the friction is: 

Tb = s~P(x) z' (x)). (96 ) 

The ice limit goes down as much as it goes up, a nd then : 

t( 1 -s) = s~z ' (x)). 

For very large cavitations , z' (x) is m ore or less constant over each small area where there 
is cavita tion and P(x) is signi fica nt. T hen : 

~P (x)z ' (x)) ~ «P(x)~z' (x ) )) , (98) 
whence 

Tb ~ x t(1 -s) /s. (99) 
For sma ll cavita tions P (x) is in genera l less where z' (x ) is nega ti ve, a nd then « p z'» is 

la rger tha n « P'})« /:'». T his introduces a n additional term , the onl y one to subsist when no 
cavitat ion occurs. T his term will be es ti ma ted in the case of a pure sine profile. 

11 '!ten there is no cavitation, Equation (93 ) may still be used to define a fun ction I, which no 
longer has a ny physical meaning. 

1 = ----
417 e"n - I U - 2 en- I Uw . 

B .. \ ·1/, 
(100) 

For a large pure sine curve, where the melting- refreezing process is negligible, the fri c tion 
T," is then given by Equa tion (85) so tha t 

(2Tw) 11. = 2 e" - I (Uw/B)(aw )1!+ 1. (10 I) 
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Comparing Equations (100) and (101 ) it follows that 

T = - rV -aw (aw)' /n 
w 2 ' t . ( 102) 

Let us introduce the mean quadratic slope m. For a pure sine profile m = awl Y2. Putting 

t 
T = - -

y2m' 

Equation (102), which is valid when s = I, becomes: 

Tw = Y2mN/(2TI /n). (104) 

Since the additional term must vanish for large cavitations (s ~ I), the value from 
Equation (104) will be adopted after multiplication by sP (f3 > 0). In Lliboutry (1978) the 
friction over a large pure sine profile has been estimated to be: 

Over a sine profile: 

t = aw sin wXc = y2m sin wXc; (106) 

sin w Xc = T has been calculated in the aforementioned article as a function of s (equation 
(g)) . As shown in Table II the very elaborate function (1) /2 is more or less the same as the 
much simpler one oblained with f3 = 2: 

T ( I -s) S2 

F( T) = s . + 2 T, /n . ( 107) 

TABLE I1. FUNCTIONS RELATIVE TO A PURE SINE PROFILE 

T = _t_ <l> T(I-S) S2 

s(T) 
F = - - - + -

y'2m 2 S 2TI 

0.009 61 0.055 6 0 . 1637 0. 1706 
0.03754 0.111 I 0.3028 0.3 188 
0.081 67 0.166 7 0 .4 16 5 0.440 3 
0.172 4 0.2500 0.540 3 0 ·5735 
0.2845 0·3333 0.61 7 0 0.6534 
0.4088 0·4,67 0.6549 0.6893 
0.537 0 0.5000 0. 662 5 0 .6908 
0.661 I 0.583 3 0.647 7 0.6675 
0·773 7 0.6667 0.617 9 0.628 9 
0.868 5 0.7500 0.580 5 0.5843 
0.9402 0.8333 0.5428 0.542 5 
0.984 8 0.9 16 7 0 .5 12 7 0 .5 118 
1.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 

This function, that will be called the friction function, will be adopted in the more general 
case, for any degree of cavitation or no cavitation. The friction over irregular large bumps 
of similar length is thus estimated to be: 

( 
BN n.\ ) 

Tb = y2mN F Uy' 47T en - I 2m 
(108) 

Eor a pure sine curve F( T), which is plotted in Figure 7, increases suddenly when cavita
tion starts, and drops to zero at very large cavitations. For bumps of irregular height it is no 
longer valid . 
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0 . 4 0.5 Sine curve 
~-----"f--_ 

0.4 0.5 0 .6 0.7 0.8 
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Goussion modulation 10 

t N
3 A-T = -- = --'-'-=-=--

I2m 438mU 
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o 0 .5 1. 0 

Fig. 7. Frictionfunction F (T ) for periodic bumps. In is the mean quadratic slope, .\ the wavelength (in metres ), U the sliding 
velocity (in m/y ear ), N = p ro - p (in bars) , Tb the friction (in bars ). The figures along the curves are the values of s ( T). 

Let us consider the case of a Gaussian distribution of the displacements z(x) and the slopes 
z' (x). (We shall say that the profile has a Gaussian modulation.) Smith has calculated that in 
this case: 

s(T) 1+ v7TT(1 + erf T)' 
exp ( - T2) 

(109) 

To obtain this result Smith also assumes a negligible self-correlation, but it has been 
shown by Benoist and Lliboutry (1978), by numerical simulation of random profiles, that 
s( T) is practically insensitive to this last assumption. 

The corresponding friction function is also plotted on Figure 7. It has a completely dif
ferent shape from that for a sine curve. When the cavitation is significant F(t) ~ 0.54 within a 
few per cent. For very large cavitations F(t) increases a little, up to F(o) = 7T- 1 = 0.5642, 
instead of vanishing. . 

A more realistic model 
In order to model the most general undulating bedrock we must consider: 
I. Very large undulations where no cavitation occurs at any realistic velocity. They 

afford a small drag TI which, since only plastic sliding is involved, is proportional to UI /n. 
The choice of the cut-off wavelength A affects this drag. Assuming that the largest undulations 
are considered as part of the microrelief or as part of the smoothed reference profile, the 
corresponding drag enters into the local friction law or into the expression of the friction in 
terms of the body variables (Equation (2)). 

2. Large bumps where cavitation may happen which are superimposed on the very large 
undulations. Assuming that they are of similar length they afford the drag calculated above 
(Equation (107)) where N = pro-p has a local, fluctuating value. The overburden pro is 
larger on the up-stream side of a very large undulation, and smaller on the down-stream side, 
by more or less the same amount. Since the drag of the cavitating bumps, say '1'2' is roughly 
proportional to N, these fluctuations cancel each other. 
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3. Still superimposed on the cavitating bumps, smaller undulations. Only the ones which 
lie on a ratio s of the to ta l area afford a drag, the other ones are entirely drowned (s is the 
shadowing function for the cavitating bumps above). Since the mean normal pressure where 
moving ice and bedrock are in contact is N/s, cavitation seldom happens on these small 
U11dulations. The corresponding drag 7 3 then follows a Weertman 's law in U2/ 1n+ 11 . 

The total friction over this composite model is 

. / '2m ,.VF (_I _) + s(l )k [; 2/111 +11 
v - y '2m z J , 

( 110) 

k, and k3 being constants , and rn , the mean quadratic slope of the cavitating bumps alone. 
According to Eq1)ations (100) and ( 103), LJ is proportional to N lI / T. The third term is 

then proportional to )V'21I / 11I +II[S ( T ) T - z/ ln+ ll]. This last factor within brackets, with n = 3, 
has been plotted on Figure 8. At very large cavitations it remains fini te in the case of a sine 
profile, and vanishes when a Gaussian modulation is introduced. Thus when .\ ' is zero, the 
only drag which remains is the small one in LJ I/II introduced by the very large undulations . 

. 5/T
I / 2 

t 
Gauss/on modu lation 

~ ->------1~ 
01 

0 .5 

T 
) 

04-~--r-~-+--r-~-+--~~-+--t--r-+~ o 0 . 5 

Fig. 8. Values of si T I . The contribution to the total drag of small undulations which are superimposed on the cavitating bumps 
is proportional to N J' 2[sl TI]. 

CONCLUSION 

The analysis which has been done shows definitely that the local friction law is strongly 
dependent upon the geometrical model of bedrock which is assumed. 

In the case of independent knobs lying at random on a plane, the friction Tb may be esti
mated by Equations (49) to (60), which are plotted on Figure 5. These relations have been 
calculated with hemispherical knobs, but their precise shape is unimportant when one considers 
the many approximations and rough estimations which are introduced into the theory all the 
way along. For very large values of poo-P = N (very thick glaciers with subglacial waterways 
at atmospheric pressure, a rare circumstance), Weertman's law is valid, with a largely 
modified numerical factor, and a small correction to account for the limiting size R M • Other
wise N enters into the friction law because the ice- bedrock interface cannot be absolutely 
watertight and the interconnected hydraulic regime predominates. With increasing values 
of the subglacial water pressure p, the friction lowers progressively to one-half of the former 
value. 
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This last value is reached for p = poo, N = o. Locally, and during a short time, .Y can 
even become nega tive, a fourth case which has not been considered in this art icle. The drag 
then lowers a little more . It may be shown that, in order to have no drag a t a ll. . \ . must reach 
the value - cr ... , given by Equations (45) and (45' ), which is totally unrealisti c. 

In the case of interfering bumps,' the friction law without cavitation is given by Kamb's 
simplified relations, Equations (80) -(82), for vanishing slopes only. Nevertheless. even with 
finite slopes, Weertman's law in (j2 / (n +Il holds as long as no cavitation appea rs. \Yith cavita
tion, the friction law cannot be calculated with accuracy. Fourier analysis becomes useless. 
It is the shadowing function s(t) which gives the pertinent information about the micro-relief. 
Now, the shadowing function of a pure sine profile is a very peculiar one, and the friction law 
on such a model is accordingly a red herring. Periodic bumps with a Gaussian distribution 
of the heights and slopes have a quite different shadowing function , and afford a quite 
different friction law, plotted in Figure 7. 

For any undulating surface, even taking into account smaller superimposed undulations, 
the drag almost vanishes with N. The only drag for N = 0 comes from the largest undulations 
and varies as V ,/no The difference from the case of independent knobs is noteworthy. 

It thus seems possible to assess the rela tive input of isolated knobs and of undulations into 
the drag by monitoring the seasonal fluctuations of the sliding velocity and of ~he subglacial 
water pressure p. 

If we assume now that N is given, with independent knobs there is a single value of U for 
each Tb, contrary to Weertman's assertion. With undulations, V may be a multivalued 
function of Tb or not, according to the shadowing function and to the relative importance of 
the different kinds of drag. These conclusions are of course essential for the study of kinematic 
waves, glacier surges, or glacier falls (ice avalanches). Nevertheless, as said in the first section, 
the introduction of these local fr iction laws into glacier dynamics is not simple and straight
forward. Several models may be assumed for the pressure pw in the waterways. In our 
opinion it is useless to tackle this problem without having a particular case in view and the 
pertinent field measurements to hand. 
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DISCUSSION 

B. LADANYI: The friction law for the ice-rock interface you have shown takes into account, 

in fact, only viscous friction, and not the true friction in Coulomb's sen·se. However, Coulomb 

friction might be present at the interface because of the presence of rock debris, and also 

because of possible brittle fracture of ice in the vicinity of obstacles. Do you not think that it 

would be useful to modify the basic Glen's flow law so that it takes into account the effect of 

the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor on the creep-rate, which would lead to a more 

realistic friction law for the interface? 

L. A. LLIBOUTRY: I agree with your first two sentences, not with the third one. Coulomb's law 

is the normal friction law for an almost perfectly plastic solid, that is when n in Glen's law is 

very large. For this case the cavitation is extr.emely well developed, the contact area is 

proportional to the normal pressure N, and the local friction over this contact area a constant. 

Thus the mean friction becomes proportional to N as a consequence of cavitation, not of any 

influence of Non tne creep law. 

J. WEERTMAN: The language problem has led to two misunderstandings that are repeated in 

your many papers about what I have stated in my papers. ( I) I have never claimed that 

glacier beds are watertight. In .fact, in a~l my papers that deal with basal water I quote 

Dr W. H. Ward that the contrary is true. (2) Although I pointed out (as of 1972) that there 

is a dearth of descriptions of extensive Nye networks in the literature, I did not use this lack to 

claim that Nye channels do not exist. 
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LLIBOUTRY: "Watertight" must be understood according to the context. When saying that, 
in your opinion, the ice-bedrock interface (not the bedrock) should be watertight , I refer to 
your paper in Reviews of Geophysics and Space Physics, 1972. You demonstrate there that water 
cannot drain into subglacial R-channels. This is true when ice slides over a perfectly plane 
and smooth surface. Actually on bedrock there are glacial striae, rock joints, areas and stripes 
of previous drift, etc., where your reasoning does not hold. When these are not exactly in the 
direction of flow , ice cannot enter by plasticity into these millimetric channels, sliding is too 
fast. Viscous heat dissipation within the micrometric water film and geothermal heat should 
prevent most of these millimetric channels from being obstructed by regelation ice. . 

By the way, I see no reason to call these already well-known and described features "Nye 
channels", the more so as Nye only reproduced my point of view (Lliboutry, 1968, p . 55). 
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